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Coaching teams at work – embryonic but powerful

‘Team coaching is still 
embryonic so benefits have 
yet to be realised.’

The objective
The recent football World Cup has placed the effectiveness of team coaching  
in sport in the spotlight. In team sports it’s all about the team; blending indi-
vidual talents into a powerful, focused unit. But in business, while coaching 
for individuals is becoming more common, coaching for teams is less so. Team 
coaching employs all of the common characteristics of one-to-one coaching 
but focuses on the team as a unit rather than a set of individuals. This takes into 
account the complexity of the team, including relationships, processes, context 
and goals. Of course the objectives are similar – outstanding performance and 
great results.

Henley Business School, working in partnership with Lane4, the  
performance development consultancy, wanted to discover how prevalent 
team coaching actually is within organisations, what benefits it brings to those 
organisations that do promote it and what stops them doing more of it. Patricia 
Bossons, Director of the Henley Centre for Coaching & Facilitation explains; 
‘Coaching has been a core activity within the Business School for many years 
but our experience with client organisations is that team coaching – with all its 
benefits - has yet to be fully exploited – we wanted to explore the reasons for 
this.’ 

Austin Swain, Director of Research and Product at Lane4 comments; ‘Team 
coaching in sport is widespread, accepted and celebrated. In elite sports teams 
performers expect to hear feedback from coaches, peers and the wider team 
and cultures that encourage frank exchange around ‘how do we get better’ are 
commonplace. In business, there is less of an instinct to provide that explicit 
direct feedback, whether that be appreciative or developmental, and it remains 
an untapped skill in many executives.’

Executive summary
Who uses executive coaching?
Of the respondents that took part in the survey 72% said executive coaching 
is currently being used in their organisations with 28% saying it was not used 
at all. That’s a significant proportion of organisations for whom coaching does 
not feature as a technique for development at all – perhaps a lost opportunity 
considering the benefits that are mentioned later in the survey?

One-to-one, team or both? 
Taking the responses as a whole, of the organisations that use coaching  
51% use only one-to-one coaching and 45% use both team and one-to-one 
coaching. Only 4% say their organisation is using team coaching in isolation. 
However, respondents working in HR have very different views to those who 
work in other functions - 62% of the non-HR respondents said both team and 
one-to-one coaching were taking place compared to only 38% of HR respond-
ents who thought this – indicating that perhaps more coaching goes on than HR 
is aware of.  
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Who coaches who? (all respondents)

Why doesn’t more team coaching take place?
There could be many reasons for team coaching being less common  
– the role of the team coach is very different to that of the one-to-one coach 
and, when a team coach is also part of the team, they take the role of coach and 
coachee simultaneously. This requires an ability to handle complex relation-
ships and a high degree of self awareness to make the coaching effective. 65% of 
respondents told us there are also some significant barriers getting in the way of 
team coaching. 

The two top barriers are:

Managers haven’t had any training in team coaching 32%

Managers don’t understand the benefits of team coaching 31%

25% said that managers just don’t feel confident coaching their teams – probably 
linked to the lack of training, and 13% said that some teams in their organisation 
object to being coached. 

Some commented on the state of team coaching  
in their organisations: 
‘We have done some facilitated team work but not coaching.‘

‘I’ve heard about some managers ‘group coaching’ their teams but have  
not seen any evidence from it.’

‘Team coaching is still embryonic so benefits have yet to be  
realised/understood.’
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Managers say they don’t feel confident coaching their teams?

Managers haven’t had any training in team coaching

Managers don’t understand the benefits of team coaching

Some teams object to being coached

   
51% 52%42% 43% 44% 45% 46% 47% 48% 49% 50%

Managers coach their teams as a group

Managers coach individuals one-to one

What prevents team coaching?
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‘People find their  
own solutions to their  
own problems.’

What are the benefits of team coaching?
When the barriers are overcome, respondents indicate clear benefits. The most 
significant benefit – mentioned by 28% of respondents - is increased engage-
ment, increasingly important as engagement affects discretionary effort with a 
direct impact on productivity.

The second most prevalent benefit is more trust within the team at 22%. In an 
economic and political climate where transparency and trust are of paramount 
importance this is a valuable benefit that is not easily won. 

Other benefits mentioned include increased productivity at 19% and ‘the team 
creates more effective and innovative solutions’ at 18%. Interestingly, team 
coaching is not seen as something that frees managers time to do other things 
– only 9% mentioned that as a benefit. Though the number of respondents from 
Asia was very small, the group indicated that increased productivity and ‘the 
team creates more effective and innovative solutions’ were the prime benefits – 
33% each. This is a cultural difference we will explore further.

Some respondents made some very specific observations on the benefits  
of team coaching:

on performance

‘We’re achieving more synergies, achieving a more consistent standard.’

‘Helps break down cross border / cross  functional ‘silo’ barriers. Helping 
participants work within virtual teamworking / project work environments.’

on team cohesion

‘Builds shared (and owned) vision, purpose, etc etc (i.e. strategy made real).’

‘Team spirit increases.’ 

‘More connectedness as a team, a united approach’

‘What did I learn? How others think, what needs to be improved, where 
communication has failed, better ideas than my own ...’

on cultivating independence within teams

‘People find their own solutions to their own problems.’

‘More independence of staff.’
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Increased productivity

Increased engagement

Teams create more effective or innovative solutions

There is more trust within the team

Managers have more time to do other things

Other 

What benefits have you seen from team coaching?
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Some also made specific comments on how coaching benefits  
the organisation:

‘Step changes in personal performance and self awareness.’

 ‘Individuals feel more energised because they are being listened to.’

‘Managers are grateful for the targeted development they get.’

‘They appreciate the investment from the business in their personal 
development.’

‘Improve individual performance and leadership respect.’

Survey methodology
Henley and Lane4 surveyed around 2,400 managers in the UK, Asia  
and the rest of the world in May 2010. The survey achieved a response rate of 
around 10% with 243 respondents. Of these 88% were from Europe – chiefly the 
UK, with 3% from Asia and 8% from the rest of the world.
Of the respondents 71% worked in HR, 29% in non-HR roles. The profile was 
largely senior with 71% being Directors or heads of department. Geographically, 
83% of the responses came from Europe.

Henley Business School & Lane4
Henley Business School and performance development consultancy, Lane4, will 
be co-delivering a Coaching High Performing Teams programme from October 
2010. This programme partnership will leverage our combined academic rigour 
and experience of coaching teams in a business environment, as well as Lane4’s 
heritage in Olympic sport and expertise in performance psychology.
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